WOOD
that

works

™

You’re not asking too much from your
fingerjoined primed pine. You just need
a product that can deliver.
Introducing ArmorCore,™ primed pine trim
that actually does what you need it to.
• GUARANTEED NOT TO ROT
• Termite-Resistant
• No Raised Grain
• Warranty for Reality™
• Proven Field Performance

The Armorcore™ difference.
The modern heavy-metal-free protection that
makes ArmorCore™ unique is used all around
the world and has been installed in the US for
over 10 years without a known failure. This is a
claim that no other treatment can make.
It’s time for wood that works.™

THE ARMORCORE™ Stand
Your exterior primed pine trim shouldn’t be a
source of anxiety. But for too many dealers, it is.
You’re paying more for trim that is protected. You
should get protection–inside and out–that you and
your customer can rely on. It’s time to get what
you paid for.
It’s time for Wood That Works.™

ArmorCore™ Key Attributes:
Superior Fiber
FSC-Certified® New Zealand Radiata

Superior Treating
Protects against rot and insects
Stabilizes wood against weathering
Pressure treated – protected inside and out
Leach-resistant
No heavy metals
30-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

Superior Coating
Two-coat alkyd priming system
Reversible – two faces with no raised grain

For the lifetime of the warranty, when used
as directed, ArmorCore:

WILL NOT rot, will resist insects and
will be free of raised grain.

		

What IS a Warranty
Worth?
What good is a treatment’s warranty when it’s
voided by ‘moisture infiltration’? If a treated
product rots when it gets wet, what was the
point of treating it?
Under the ArmorCore™ Warranty for Reality™
from Arch Chemicals / Lonza you have up to
12 months after installation to apply a topcoat.
Good faith maintenance of paint is required,
but you don’t get a 15-page book of rules
about how to maintain an impervious coating
– within the 30-year warranty period, as long as
bare wood isn’t exposed, you’re covered.
All primed trim warranties can be voided by
failure to properly protect cuts, but it happens.
ArmorCore™ offers a greater degree of
durability than alternatives when the installer
doesn’t follow instructions. Warranties are well and
good, but it’s better to just not get the call-back.
NOTE: Note: ArmorCore™ not approved or
warranted for ground contact.

ArmorCore™ vs.
Other Protected Trim
ArmorCore™ competes against popular brands
with other treatments, including so-called “borate”
spray-on treatments.
Here’s how they stack up
Source: Arch
Chemical / Lonza
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Leach-resistant
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Retention Levels of
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Warranty Subject to
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NO
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Ultimately, the efficacy of a treatment depends on the
retention levels of the active ingredients in the wood.
How close do these brands come to 
meeting AWPA UC3B standards?

*Azole retention as compared with that in AWPA-approved
PTI treatment, which uses the same active rot-resisting
ingredients. The AWPA has not been asked to approve the
treatments in ArmorCore™ or the compared brands. Tests
performed by independent lab, available upon request. Where
multiple tests of same competing brand were available, highest
(best) result is shown.

You’re paying more for trim that is
“protected,” so why are you still fielding
call-backs about rotting boards?
It’s time for Wood That Works.™
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part of the armorcoat™ line of primed trim

